
The right of mobility
Because day-to-day life increasingly demands 
the ability to move around, the right to 
mobility has become a “generic” right which 
underpins other basic rights, such as housing, 
employment, education and culture,leisure, 
health..



The IVM’s project: 



Helping to find solutions
that can contribute to the 
introduction of the “right 
to mobility”. 



2001-2003 : Conferences and seminars:
Using the new technologies for independant 
mobility

In 2001, in partnership with the Cité des Sciences et 
de l’Industrie, IVM organised a first conference to
discuss the different ways to use the new technologies 
to help blind and partially sighted people achieve 
independant mobility.

At a second seminar held in 2003, a range of new 
were presented, designed to help people with visual 
impairments with obstacle detection, guidance, 
direction finding in the city and journey planning.

Launching of the partners’ club to develop a 
collective working process



The partners:
Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie, the 
municipalities of Paris and Saint-Denis, the Île-de-
France tourism committee, the Saint-Denis
departmental tourism committee, Monum(Basilique 
Saint-Denis), the Scientific and Technical Centre for 
Construction, University
Paris 4 (Department of computer ergonomics), the
AEC (Atomic Energy Commission), PSAPeugeot-
Citroën, SNCF and RATP (national and regional 
railway companies). Numerous associations for
blind and partially sighted people also took part in







2003: HOMERE
Haptic System Operating on a (virtual) Model to 
Explore and Recognise the Environment.

A prototype virtual (haptic) stick to enable blind 
people to explore 3-D representations of urban sites.

A system which simulates the visual and aural 
environment, so that they can use sight and sound to 
visualise and plan their trajectory around complex 
locations.







2003: A survey on blind access to tourism 
and transport websites :

Paris Ile-de-France, Regional Tourism 
Committee, SNCF, RATP
This study provides generic recommendations
on website structure and specific
recommendations for each of the sites studied, 
in order to raise awareness among Web 
designers.



2003-2006:

- Touch and sound plans of the 
Ile-de-France Public transport 
networks   
- Directional Tounch relief 
models in the metro stations to 
access cultural sites



The aim:

- to offer blind and partially sighted people living in 
or visiting the Île-de-France
Region a source of information and assistance in 
route planning.

- To develop permanent systems to help blind and
visually impaired to use collective transports in the 
Paris Region

- To contribute to make urban and turistic areas more 
accessible.



Relief maps



Large print maps



2005 :
Three directional models
have been installed in the stations 
since These prototypes will be used
as a pilot for possible extension to 
other stations.

Finding your way about the city and
a district, visualising a cultural site



Paris, Porte de la Villette
September 15, 2005

Public presentation of the tactile directional
models



Relief models of the districts around
Porte de Pantin, Porte de la Villette and
Saint- Denis Basilique metro stations





Paris
September 15, 2005

Public presentation of the touch and sound

A-Z of the Ile-de-France public transport 

Networks



http:www.city-on-the-move.com
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